LIST OF CHANGES TO MICS3 QUESTIONNAIRES

25 May 2005

OPTIONAL MODULES

SECURITY OF TENURE AND DURABILITY OF HOUSING
- Replaced new/modified version with the old one
- Added Comment to HC15B
- Added Comment to HC15C
- “Ever” removed from HC15G

SECURITY OF TENURE AND DURABILITY OF HOUSING (Women’s Questionnaire)
- Added response code DK to question ST1

CHILD DISCIPLINE
- Inserted the word “METHOD” to question in CD12.
- Changed the range of eligibility for the module from 3-14 to 2-14. Changed all reference to age groups on the two pages of the module from 3-14 to 2-14.

SOURCE AND COST OF SUPPLIES FOR INSECTICIDE-TREATED MOSQUITO NETS
- Replaced ITNS in title with INSECTICIDE-TREATED MOSQUITO NETS
- Changed question numbers TN6A and TN6B to TN3A and TN3B
- Replaced “Public Sources” in response codes for TN3A with “Public sector”
- Replaced “Private Sources” in response codes for TN3A with “Private medical sector”
- Added “Private” to response code “Pharmacy” in TN3A
- Added Comment to “Other Source” in TN3A
- Added instruction to question in TN3A to ask question in relation to the net highest on the list of available nets in household
- Added instruction to question in TN3B to ask question in relation to the net highest on the list of available nets in household
- Included instructions in TN3A and TN3B

SOURCE AND COST OF SUPPLIES FOR ORS
- Shaded CA4A
- Added word “PACKETS” at the end of title of module
- Replaced “Public Sources” in response codes for CA4B with “Public sector”
- Replaced “Private Sources” in response codes for CA4B with “Private medical sector”
- Added “Private” to response code “Pharmacy” in CA4B
SOURCE AND COST OF SUPPLIES FOR ANTIBIOTICS
• Shaded CA11A
• Added term “FOR SUSPECTED PNEUMONIA” at the end of title of module
• Replaced “Public Sources” in response codes for CA11B with “Public sector”
• Replaced “Private Sources” in response codes for CA11B with “Private medical sector”
• Added “Private” to response code “Pharmacy” in CA11B

SOURCE AND COST OF SUPPLIES FOR ANTI-MALARIALS
• Added term “MEDICINES” at the end of title of module
• Replaced “Public Sources” in response codes for ML9A with “Public sector”
• Replaced “Private Sources” in response codes for ML9A with “Private medical sector”
• Added “Private” to response code “Pharmacy” in ML9A
• Deleted latter part of instruction in ML9A and added “given for the fever (the anti-malarial given on the day recorded in ML9)”
• Replaced instruction in ML9B with “Refer to the same anti-malarial as in ML9A above”

ATTITUDES TOWARD DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
• Replaced “which” with “that” in question DV1

CHILD DEVELOPMENT
• Modified “name” in question CE1 to italics
• Changed instruction at the beginning of module to refer to only CE2
• Added “If the respondent says “YES” to any of the prompted categories, probe to learn specifically what the child plays with to ascertain the response”
• CE4: Added introductory sentence to the question, deleted “In the past week” from the question
• Changed the places of CE2 and CE1. Changed question in (the new) CE1 slightly.
• Changed wording of question CE4 slightly.
• Inserted instruction “If the respondent says “YES” to any of the prompted categories, then probe to learn specifically what the child plays with to ascertain the response” below the questions.

CONTRACEPTION AND UNMET NEED
• Changed skips to go to CP2 and not to CP1B.
• Moved CP1B to end of module, changed question number to CP4E.
• CP4A and CP4B: Changed skip pattern; 2 and 8 to go to CP4D and 3 to go to next module
• CP4B: Changed “Apart from” to “After” in question
• Inserted new filter, CP4D, to check whether woman is pregnant
• CP4E: Changed question to read “Do you think you are physically able to get pregnant at this time?”

DISABILITY
• Added “ANY” to question DA10
• Added question DA13 at the end of the table.

UNDER-5 QUESTIONNAIRE

CARE OF ILLNESS MODULE
• Changes in CA9: “Public sources to Public Sector”, “Private Sources to Private Medical Sector”, “Pharmacy to Private Pharmacy”

ADDITIONAL MODULES
• Changed name of “SUPPORT TO ORPHANED AND VULNERABLE CHILDREN MODULE” to “CHILDREN ORPHANED AND MADE VULNERABLE BY HIV/AIDS”
2 July 2005

ADDITIONAL MODULES

COVER PAGE

• Added “Maternal and Newborn Health Module” in parentheses after “INTERMITTENT PREVENTIVE TREATMENT FOR PREGNANT WOMEN” to specify that the additional module should replace the core module “Maternal and Newborn Health”
• Changed “Prevention and Treatment of Malaria for Under 5s” to read “Malaria Module for Under 5s”

HOUSEHOLD QUESTIONNAIRE

CHILD LABOUR MODULE

• CL4 – Changed label of codes from “PAID” to “NO. HOURS”

SALT IODIZATION MODULE

• In SI3, changed all reference to “caretaker” to “mother or caretaker”

UNDER-5 QUESTIONNAIRE

CARE OF ILLNESS MODULE

• In CA14, changed all reference to “caretaker” to “mother/caretaker”

UNDER-FIVE CHILD INFORMATION PANEL

• UF10 - Deleted the 98 “DK” codes from Month and Year of Birth

OPTIONAL MODULES

CHILD DISCIPLINE

• Changed sentence “If there is only one child age 2-14 years in the household, then skip table 2 and go to CD11 to administer child discipline questions for that child.” At the bottom of Table 1 to read “If there is only one child age 2-14 years in the household, then skip table 2 and go to CD9; write down the rank number of the child and continue with CD11”
• In CD9, deleted “from Table 2 above”